ACROSS
1 Labour leader overwhelmed by swing voter's disgust (6)
4 Agreement to kill Bond (8)
10 Conclude with former head of state having time in art gallery (9)
11 American novel's heroine brought about something advantageous (5)
12 By no means all acclaim amuses prayer leader (4)
13 Macron's refusal to admit working on moral discernment is straightforward (2-8)
15 Defoe's last good book's a typical example (7)
16 Arrange it for the most part with a solicitor (3,3)
19 Staggered by Republican employing a slippery customer (6)
21 Shorten brigade training (7)
23 Right after, this revolutionary order of architecture becomes affected (10)
25 Not a slave released ultimately left (4)
27 Why they say Heather embraces telling porkies (5)
28 Extremely theatrical behaviour from Hindu god after tune's cut short (9)
29 Bear's stomach (8)
30 One involved in plot against the French college official (6)

DOWN
1 Keep in mind Lear's regularly ignored servant (8)
2 Realist rambling in the middle of Provence is adaptable (9)
3 Put in position face up (4)
5 Single start not entirely involving a great deal of effort (7)
6 Conservative maintaining model fled earlier vanishing quickly (10)
7 Crime of American frontiersman initially dismissed (5)
8 Fictional wizard with time for power of rock (6)
9 Georgia has learning in abundance (6)
14 Jovial king finding terrible ogre a fear inducing sight (5,5)
17 Secret known by worker (9)
18 Fellow finding note after return of oddly rejected dairy produce (8)
20 Cross about pal almost becoming someone to walk all over (7)
21 Nursed by David Lynch with great enthusiasm (6)
22 Fellow powerless to rent out house in the Alps (6)
24 Expertise shown in section on ice (5)
26 An advantage to move gradually (4)